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S

Introduction: The "Copernican Revolution" in education

In the past thirty years and especially during the past d(scad there has

occurred in education what U.N.E.S.C.O.'s Henri Dieuzeide has called a

"Copernican Revolution", a transfer of the centre of gravity of educational

thiEking and research from the functions and activities of teachers, the

"teacher centered mentality", to the behaviours of learners, the "pupil

centered approach".
1

The change has been described Ly a prominent

Australian broadcaster as the "decentralisation of learning". 2

In earlier times, when the centre of the educational universe was the

teacher, emphasis in teacher training and in research was on the identifica-

tion of those actions of the teacher that would stimulate in students the

responses thought desirable by the teacher. In such centralised learning

systems it was necessary for students to cluster around teachers in

"classes", and teachers had to know how to plan what would be learned, how

to implement various strategies supposed to promote learning, and how to

test to obtain evidence of the effectiveness et their strategies.

A distinguished British educator, Edith Moorhouse writes of elementary

school teaching as it was forty years ago:

the emphasis in teacher training was on the techniques of
holding the attention of a class of children: the question
at the appropriate moment when attention began to lapse, the
raising of an eyebrow, the quick drawing on the blackboard.
...The teacher stood in front of the class of children of one
age group who sat in straight rows facing the blackboard ayd
talked to and questioned the children for much of the day.

Teacher centred education has not been confined to the elementary school.

"Universities have existed for over a thousand years", writes 14,-own, but '

From the very beginning of organized higher education, teachers
and professors have presented a united front against the notion
that students will learn just as much, and possibly a great
deal more, if permitted to learn on their own initiative rather
than as a captive audience in the classroor. At no point in
the history of education have schcois and universities alloweu

2students the autonomy which is Aecessary in the learning process.

According to both Moorhouse and to Muir,3 the change to a learner centred

educational universe has been due to a growing acceptance by learners

and teachers of three basic principles long discussed by educators but

not widely acted upon. The first of these is the recognition that each

individual learns each content area or skill in different ways, and
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probably at different times from other learners; if learning has any

one characteristic it is idisyncracy, and the concept of a "class" of

learners is therefore a foolish paradox. The second principle is that

effective learning is experiential; whether interpreted in a phenomeno-

logical or behaviourist's framework, the principle is that one can best

learn by experiencing. The third principle is that learning in the new

world of rapid change must be lifelong, so that in youth one need not

learn enough for a lifetime, but must acquire the skills to be a responsible

continuing learner in adulthood.

The role of the teacher in the new learner centred educational universe,

at its simplest, is not so much to "instruct" as to provide an environment

in which each individual learner is able to identify what he is ready to

learn, and in which he has access to a large variety of resources for

learning. In particular, the school teacher tries to provide a rich

supply of materials:

Materials of every kind should be available; basic materials,

such as sand, water, clay and wood; a collection of junk, boxes
containers of every size and shape in wood, cardboard and plastic;
a wide variety of cardboard and paper in different shapes, sizes,

thicknesses and colours; paints (water, oil and emulsion), pens
charcoal, pencils, a variety of brushes, crayons, in fact all
kinds of media for making marks that a child can explore; a

variety of pastes and glues that do the job expected of them;
scissors that cut; benc eF, a vice, and tools; an assortment

of materials to stroke and use - velvet, silk, satin, wool,

cotton, linen, fur, nylon. Each item has a different quality
that can only be fully appreciated by handling and using and
coming to terms with the discipline they impose. All these

materials may be used at the child's own stage of development

and maturity; one child might be at the stage of pitting his
own strength against boxes and planks and yet be able to join in

with a group of children of varying ages and abilities who arc,
constructing a telescope or a space ship - that will hold several
children - ipaginative, constructive work which is the basis of

mathematics.

By providing a richness of materials, and being both non-directive and

responsive, the learner centred educator gives the learner opportunity

to learn what is important for him at a particular time in his growth,

gives opportunity to learn by experience, and gives opportunity to learn

to exercise choice and responsibility in making educational decisions.

As a result, from the schools - not all schools, but many - is emerging

a generation of new adult learners that knows how to learn, and a

- 2 -
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generation of teachers that knows how to facilitate independent study.

The expectation of these learners is that in adulthood, as in school,

their learning will be self directed, and when they identify :earning needs
they will be able to call upon the sources of information and training they
require to satisfy their needs.

The response of institutions of higher education to this expectation, is

suggested in a report from the University of Notre Dame:

Institutions are responding with programs to support the new learning
styles emphasized by the need for lifelong learning. And those
programs of continuing education seem likely, for a variety of
reasons, to experience rapid growth in the year's ahead. This growth
will come about without any substantial changes in national policy.
As a matter of course, formal educational institutions will ev-pand
their offerings to accQmmodate an increasing demand for extei-al
degrees, individualized off-campus study, correspondence study
programs, and other modes of reaching the varied interests of
students.('

Together with the pressure from students, the design and development of

"other modes of reaching the varied interests of stu lents" is the second

development that has brought independent learners to the foreground of

current educational research. At the very time that demand for learner

freedom has increased, a plethora of new communications devices has made

it possible for institutions to respond in efficient ways to that demand.

Designed according to systems design principles, instructional programmes

may now provide an efficient exposition by any of the world's authorities

on any subject to individual learners, communicated to them by means of

the computer, television, radio, video-cassette, audio tape, telephone, and

in print. Using such programmes, each learner has the universe for a

classroom, and an abundanc,_!. of material and human resources. As a child-

centred teacher provides a rich environment of learning materials, and

responds to the self directed learning of the individual pupil in the class-

room, the higher education institution now has the' technical power to

respond to each ludividual adult, learner as, in his interacton with his

;,idol t env i ronment , dent i f les learn i rig needs ,uid makes them known, and
enteis int 0 I,e o01-,muffles 01 cudel,eudeciL st tidy.

Heni biuzeides describes two kinds of technology based educational

institutions, one of which is a community educational resource centre

offering

a community service of individualized self-instruction for safe-
guarding individ freedom of action - a complete self-service
system adaptable to individual needs, to which the pupils would
feel an allegiance based on individual involvement.?

3



By contrast with the cloisters of the traditional campus, where teachers

tried to transmit knowledge to learners in an environment sheltered from

the outside world, this new kind of institution is not a place to which

people travel, but a resource centre from which they draw out the

information and thy skills they reed. The material they require is

communicated through appropriate media, having been prepared and

packaged in advance, in anticipation of learners' demands. Learners

using these systems are independent in two senses of the term, for they

are physically independent of the need to be resident on a campus, and

they are inoependent of the control of their learning by pedagogues.

The institution is "teaching at a distance".

The following description is of a typical university Independent Study

and Distance Teaching venture, the University Without Walls, which is

a consortium of twenty-seven participating American colleges and

universities.

Each student outlines his learning objectives and designs a
study program leading to goal achievement from a list of
hundreds of opportunities for independent study. Among the
possible options are regular course work at any of the
participating institutions, internships or jobs, programmed
liaLrials, and even travel. UWW students grgduate whenever
they rave achieved their learning objectives.

Purpose of this Paper

What has been described above is a renaissance of interest in independent

learning and the teaching of independent learners. We have a vast array

of new research and development quez ions in the universe of education,

some of which we will introduce for your consideration at the conclusion

of this paper.

Our first task however, and the main pun pose of our colloquium today, is

to locus, our ,ittention upon an enterpi Ise in which we have been engaged

in recent years, namely the statement of what. Independent Study and

Wstance Teacninq ir, and the constiuction of a conceptual framework of

the field. Since 1970 we have developed the theory on the basis of a

typology of programmes which was itself based on the characteristics we

id,ntified critical elements of Independent Study and Distance Teaching

programmes. In this paper we will provide a brief history of our progress

in pursuit of the theory, after which we will describe, again briefly, the

typology and the concepts associated with it, and in conclusion will

mention one research project which has been completed, and other questions

of interest for future consideration.

4 - 7



S

Towards a Theory of Independent Stud

Although we had s'ime experience of the use of correspondence and of radio

and television in adult education before going to the United States in

1970 it was not until we joined Charles Wedemeyer at the University of

Wisconsin that Independent Study and Distance T, ,,ing became a major

professional preoccupation, Wedemeyer was by then the leading American

thinker about Distance Teaching and had recently returned from Great

Britain where he had been a consultant in the establishment of the Open

University. We moved together into a project to design an Open School

for the State cf Wisconsin9, and a score of other prOjects followed,

ranging from "Edsat", the use of the orbital satellite in education,

and the state Educational Telephone Network, to the development of

disposable slides and flimsy audio discs for correspondence students.

However, this exciting and demanding work was the cause of cognitive

dissonance when we held discussions with educationists in the Faculty

of Education, for they usually spoke of education as synonomous with

school teaching of children in classrooms, and even adult educators

seemed to regard education a3 a social activity, almost always conducted

in groups. In our academic activities we were constantly faced with the

need to transpose theoretical concepts from the domain of child education

to adult 'ducat( n, and from the classroom and the group to settings

which were urramed, but were obviously not group settings.

When we studied the research in education we read, for example, that:

"The ultimate 9o-ls of research on teacaing are theories of
teaching, ,uul thes in turn involve' the development of a
critical language for the analysis of classroom behaviour,,,

10

and "researchers are becoming increaTingly concerned with
what actually happens in classrooms" tuul, "...the word

instruction refers to the activity which takH place during
schooling, and within the classroom setting" .

Even in the' ;iterature of adult Jducation, in an inventory of the research

compiled for the Adult Education Association of the U.S.A., De S. Brunner,

ono of the' senior professors of adult education in the U.S.A., and his

colleagues uhluded a whole' chapter on "The Ube of Discussion", and

another on "(4oup Research and Adult Education", but made no mention at

all of eAniespondonce teach ing. Thelo were SOW references to radio and

television, c:assilied as atilso-vi,ual aids. but the bias, even of

literaturi, as prestigious as this was

"Clearly
J

education will take place in groups almost

exclusively-

-5-



It was clear that a vast number of adult learners were receiving instruc-

tion in non-group settings, and we concluded that educational theory

which did not provide a place for such learning and teaching was incomplete,

and unsat1:Ifactory. After a fear, we summarised our dissatisfaction in

a paper, which included the following:

"teaching consists of two families of activity with many
characteristics in common, but different in one aspect
so important that a theory explaining one cannot satis-
factorily explain the other.

The first of these families, the older, better understood,
more fully researched, includes all educational situations
where the teacher is physically contiguous with his students,
so that the primary means of communication is his voice, and
in which (to use the economists terms) teaching is a "service"
that is "consumed" simultaneously with its "production". The

physical proximity of the learners with the teacher permits
each to stimulate the other, consequently teaching of this
kind is conceived as a process of "social interaction"."

After elaborating on teaching as a process of social interaction, 10,1

continued:

"The second family of teaching methods, and the subject of our
concern, includes educational situations distinguished by the
separation ol the teacher from his learners, so that communica-
tion has to he facilitated by a mechanical oi electronic medium.
Teaching in this environment is "consu ed" at a time or place
different from that at which it is "produced", and to reach the
learner it must be contained, transported, stored and delivered.
There may bi interaction, betwe:n learner and teacher, but if
so, it is so affected by the delay resulting from the
necessity to communicate across distance or time, that it cannot
be' ,us assured component of teaching strategy, as it may in
classroom or group teaching. We refer to this as DISTANCE
TEACHING, to distinguish it from "contiguous teaching" where
teacher and student are in physical proximity".

loa.argued that we could anticipate a growth in distance-teaching, and

stated that

"we believe the time is appropriate for an examination of the
methods now in use, in the hope of identifying the character-
istics that distinguish them, mid that can be. used to show
the relationship between them. We are or colirs(, not, concerned

with the "hardware" characteristics or the' media, but with the

Edniational characteristics. our search then is aimed at
bringing together into a system, the discrete' obserations and
definitions of researchers and practitioners ni a number of
separate, yet we believe, related teaching methods. As we

examine the methods we will ask questions like:

What learning theory is assumed, or stated, by teachers using
these methods'? Are there differences between teachers'

- 6 -
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"assumptions about learning - within each method, and between
methods?

Are there differences and similarities in goal setting? In
Evaluation? is there dialogue between teacher and learner?
How much provision is there for learners to contribute to
programme planning and evaluation? How do leaders in each
method define the nature of their method: Do these method:,
appeal to different kinds of adult learners? What kinds of
programmes are provided?"

As the problem became clarified, we sought a method for dealing with it,

and were influenced by the success of John Buskey, whe had developed a

typology of residential adult education programmes.

He had "focussed upon a holistic impressionistic stuuy of programmes

with a view towards sorting them into groupings of seemingly similar

programmes" and we decided to focus in a similar manner on "an

impressionistic study of a selected sample of literature, including

descriptions of programmes, but including also theoretical papers and

reported research"(14). The research question as it was defined

a few months later was:

"Does an analysis of selected literature oi the various methods
ased to instruct independent learners reveal a pattern of
educational elements that can b^ used to differentiate the
field ;Ind ('et me it?"

Since the pariumaters of the universe we proposed to explore were quite

unknown, it seemed best to gather as l.ti and various a sample of

literature as we could. We were assisted by a professional librarian,

and received other supporting services in the University of Wisconsin

Educational Satellite project. We selected eventually more than 2.0°0

items of literature pertaining to educational programmes in which learners

were not le face-to-face relationships with teachers. We prepared

abstracts an postcards, and it was these that we manipulated ano

classified in search of the key variables which would enable U.S to

(Jenne and describe our field.

111is is not the place to describe in lurther detail the dillervilt attemnts

we made ni 1971 and 1972 to build a theoretical framework irom this data,

for it is more important that we now pioceed to consider the framework

which evonlnally appealed. liowevel , two 1111.11C1 points about the past

must be made before W( !JO for OM. Wits a starting pint, and the other

a turning point.

-7
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teacher, but in which the teaching was prepared for, and directed n a

typical learner, but to no particular learner. The programme was as

unindividualized as the "mass" medium of radio, yet considerably more

"dialogic". Using these variables, we ordered our media as follows:

fligh Dialogue

Distant IA:arning,
and Teaching

kLow Dialogue

LEAST
DISTANT

Highly independent study
Individualized on campus

individual tele- 2
phone

individual corres- 3
pondence

Less group telephone 4
Individualized group correspondence 5
fighly computer assisted 6
Individualized instruction

programmed in- 7
struction

1 dial access tape 8
systems
television 9

Less radio 10
`individualized textbook 11

MOST DISTANT!

Fin. 1 DIStalit Learning and Teaching
1 )

rethods classified
by the 1/uncle:ion of Distance.

We concluded that in a theory ol Distance Education,Distance was not to be

measured In physical terms, in mi'es or in minutes, but in thf. e.-,tent to

which a particular teachIng - learning relationship was individual and

dialogic.

The second point from the pastwewish to make, is whatweprevtously referred

to as the turning point, and aros from our attempts to organise the

literature of Independent study on campus mvrronments.

As in many other countries, I. American UnIversities for at least half a

century there hid been various arrangements to pormIt selected students

to follow pelsonal study progr.ummos, and to prepare papers or engage in

personal research projects. These programmes were once called "honor,

courses", since they were restricted to only the more intellectual

students, but alter d national conference in 1925 became known as

"independent study"
17

By 1967 independent study was available in 90%

of American universities
18

. We studied numerous definitions of this

kind of independent study, including Baskin's:

9
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"Independent Study is defined as independent work or reading,
sometimes on one's own, sometimes in small groups, but with
such work taking place in the absence of the teacherond in

lieu of certain regularly scheduled class meetings."

Alexander and Hines defined it thus, "Independent Study is learning on

one's own,"
20

and the National University Extension Association called

it

"a teaching-learning process in which the student studies primarily

in a non-classroom situation remote from, and independent of

direct, sustained face-to-face contfft with the professor

during the duration of the course".

What went on under the name of independent study was:

(a) Carried on apart from teaching,

(b) Carried on by individual learners, and therefore

appeared to belong in the universe of Distance Teaching.

However other definitions of this kind of instruction introduced other

significant Variables. MacDonald stated that the independent student

was free to pace his learning according to his own circumstances and

needs, and was free to choose among various channels, or resources for

learning. Trump wrote that "The individual student is given

responsibility for the completion of work he helps to choose for himself.

It includes students setting tieir own rate of progress through the use

of teaching machines, libraries, language laboratories, and science

laboratories
23

. The more literature we searched, the more clearly the

variable of Leainer Responsibility became evident. Alexander and Hines

wrote, "independent Study is considered by us to be learning activity,

largely motivated by the learner's own aims to learn and largely rewarded

in terms of its intrinsic values"
22 Dressel and Thompson provided the

term we eventually employed in our theory, in defining independent study

as:

"The student's self directed pursuit of academic competence in

as autwiomous a manner as lw is able' to exercise at any particular

time."-}

Prom our study of independent study on campus, a field with considerably

more literature than the distance teaching field, and only a few items

of which have been mentioned here, we deduced the following characteristics

of such educational programmes, in addition to (a) and (b) above:

(e) In Independent Study the learner chooses when and where to

study, at what pace, ainl by which methods,

(d) The learner chooses what to study,

(e) The learner is self motivating,
13

(f) The learner is self evaluating.
111



We then classified programmes in our collection of literature, by the

variables of Learner Autonomy.

In 1972 a typology with programmes classified by Distance and by Learner

Autonomy was presented to the International Conference on Correspondence

Education. What follows in the next part of this paper is the outline

of that concept, with some modifications and refinements of recent

rewriting.

Part 2: Summary of the Theory of Independent Study,

Definition 1:1ndependent Study is any educational programme in which the

learning programme occurs separate in time and place from the teaching

programme, and in which the learner has an influence at least equal to

the teacher in determining goals, resources, and evaluation decisions.

As defined, Independent Study is a generic term describing a major category

of educational transactions, which are classified by the differentia

"distance", i.e. "the learning program occurs separate in time and place

from the teaching program," and "autonomy", i.e. "the learner has an

influence at least equal to the teacher". Perhaps to those meeting it

for the first time, the use of the word "Independent" is misleading,

since it might suggest the student is a kind of Robinson Crusoe, cast

away on an island of self-sufficiency, which is not the sense in which

the term is used. The independent student is engaged in an educational

programme, which by definition implies both a learner and a teacher or

teachers in a transactional relationship. Thus:

Definition 2: An educational programme is the use in a learning programme

of a teaching programme.

Definition 3: t learning programme is a set of learner's objectives for

his change in skills, attitudes or knowledge, a set of resources and

procedures for reaching the objectives, and a design for measuring the

achievewent of the objectives.

It should be emphasised that we are distinguishing "learning" and "learning

programme", which is synth.omous with "study". Of course all humans are

learning at all times of consciousness, but such is casual learning, random,

- 11 -
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uncontrolled, usually unconscious. A learning programme is a deliberate,

purposeful and planned sequence of activities, which usually makes use of

agents or helpers, who may be called facilitators, instructors, or

teachers.

A teaching programme is equally deliberate and carefully planned:

Definition 4: A teaching programme is a set of teacher's objectives for

change in learners' skills, attitudes or knowledge, a set of resources

and procedures for reaching the objectives, and a design for measuring

the achievement of the objectives.

It will be argued that deliberate learning can be without teaching, and if

indeed a learner can establish objectives and achieve them using no

resources or procedures prepared by another, and if he can evaluate his

achievement, a learning programme without teaching will occur. The self

taught ornithologist who knows about birds from his years of field study

must be a good example of a learning programme without teaching, though

if he resorts to a guide-book he is, though still highly independent,

engaged in an educLtional transaction, since the book was written

deliberately to assist his learning, by one whom we c-_1 a teacher.

The Variables of Apartness

Definition 5: Distance, or Telemathic Teaching is a teaching

programme in which, because of the nhysical separateness of learners and

teachers, the interactions between them are conducted through print,

mechanical or electronic devices.

Telemathy means "learning at a distance," and is a word formed by combining

the terms "tele" and Ihmathy", meaning respectively "far off" or "at a

distance," and "mathy" from Greek "mathein," "to learn", as used, for

example in "opsimathy", to learn in later life, and in "mathematics".

Telemathic teaching is teaching in support of learning "at a distance".

Independent study programmes vary in the extent to which there is distance

between teacher and learners. What makes a programme more distant than

another, making one programme of instruction more telemathic than another,

is a function of two variables in the learner-teacher relationship, which

are the extent of dialogue in their communication, and the extent of

structure in the teaching programme.

Commuitcation, the sending and receiving of messages, is an essential

element of every educational programme, and in non-telemathic teaching

- 12 -
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programmes is achieved by speech, together with various supporting non-verbal,

but observable, interpersonal interactions. Dialogue is two-way communication.

Telemathic teaching requires the use of electronic, print, or mechanical methods

of communicating, and these methods differ in the extent to which they permit

two-way commimication, or dialogue, between learners and teachers. In a programme

in which a high degree of dialogue is possible, it can be said that distance is

less than one in which little dialogue is possible. For example, in a telemathic

teaching progranue using the Educational Telephone Network, since dialogue is

easy, the leainer is less distant from his teacher than one in which the FM/AM

radio is the communication method, when dialogue is impossible. Even among

programmes using the same communications method there are differences in the degr
among

of dialogue permittn1 by the programme design, and evenAteachers using the same

resource, a particular correspondence course for example, there may be differences

in the use of dialogue and thus differences in "distance".

Structure is the extent to which the objectives, implementation procedures,

and iesources alid evaluation design of a teaching programme are prepared, or can

be adapted, to meet specific, objectives, implementation resources and procedures,

aunt evaluation design of individual learning programmes. While dialogue is a

measure of the degree to which the communications medium in a telemathic programme

permits learner-teacher Interactions, structure is a measure of the extent to whit;

whether there is dialogue or not, the programme will permit individual, personal

transactions between 1arner and teacher. It is a measure of the extent of the

responsiveness of a teaching programme to the objectives of an individual learner'

programme.

To the extent that a programme "consists of pre-produced parts, at least in the

form of particularized plans listing item by item the knowledge and skills to be

covered by the progrmmw,"
(26)

the programme may not be responsive to learners'

idiosyncracies, and structure is said to be high.

Kortiihui e\plaiie, the pi ul,lem 01 prepai mg loss structured programme which

at tempt:, t o prov iiti' many opt )1is I of the I earner,

Al I quest ions must be sped I H.: by the course' author as well as

a set of - rustic wilted student responses to each question. 11'

branching is to occur, expl instructions must be given
indicating tile performance criteria for a branch alid the new

cont I nuat i on 1)0 int i in the programme.

Since everything must be specified, in advance, extensive time
must be spent in preparing course material for presentation.
Furthermore, once programmed, this material has very little

flexibility.(27)
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In a highly structured progr:umm, such as n a or non-braucing

progrzumited text, no variation of the programme is possible, while a

correspondence pograimme is likely to be somewhat less structured, but

perhaps inure than a computer assisted instructional programme in which

the medium permits the teacher to anticiite and prepare r.:sponses to

thousands of different stimuli on many learners Among programmes using

al part i col ,u mod l um, the degree of structure will vary.

Using the variables of dialogue am! structure, telemathic teaching programmes

can be classified according to distance between learner and teacher.

In Figure' 2 where ID represents dialogue, 4S structure, -D no dialogue, and -S

no structure, the most distant programmes are those of the -D-S type, and the

least distant are the 1D-S type. These are theoretical poles, and all pro-

grammes fall between them. The variables by which we are defining distance are

qualitative, and programmes must be regarded as "more" or "less" distant.

Therefore, a correspondence programme is likely to be less distant than a

programed text, since it is likely to be less structured, and certainly more

rype Prticirmute Types Examples

I

Most -D-. I. Programmes with no dialogue Independent reading
Distance and no structure study programmes of the

"self directed" kind

Least

Distance

-DIS 2. Programmes with no dialogue
but with structure

i 1)-S

1. Programmes with dialogue and

structured

4. Programmos with dialogue and
no structure

Programmes in which the
communication method
is radio or television

Typically programmes
using the correspond-
ence method

E.g., a Rogerian type
of tutorial program.

rig. - Types of LeIematuic teaching programmes

oq 1 c . I lowev , among con ei,pondi.nt e pu ogrammes great var l ab i 1 1 ty to dis-

I on( t Gill he I ,iund , sonu c spt c 1.11 I y he mg mote OtI i ( than others, and some

t 01 I 0:-.1/PIIIIi`11( I' pi (Hp 011111(:, t LIi 1.10 110 mot c dt.tluclIC Or unstructured than pro-

grammed 1us11uc t 1011. it 1s nol intended to classify communications

method; in tills mode!, but only the use. to which methods are ,pplied in educa.

tionaI plogramme:".

In a progiamme whet e distance between teacher and learner is low, because

dialogue is easy and there is a minimum of structure, both teachers and learners

can respond easily to sttmulu of the others. hi such a programme the



ti

to bhaviouls Smith calls "admooltaly acts" well as "directive action"

mid "logical operations" are' possible.(28) Howevi , when dialo9ne is difficult,

or' dupossible, curd when structuie is high, "admonitary acts" become difficult or

impossibl. In a programed text , such as Maoer's, a minimum of dialogue

hctweeo (00101 and tearing is obtained by us of lie' branchino technique. The

Allmon r I ary act s It "(mops: You didn't follow instructions",(29) are weak

by contrast 10 tie power such statements would entry in a highly dialogic.

interaction. In tlematlito teaching "directive' action" is more easily

comiminii.ded, than admonition, but the Loathe' must assume that a large part of

direction, as well as admonition, will be sell administered by ;he learner.

The less distance, the more direction will be feasible. Even the mos+ distant

teachers are al e to (-mum!'" I (-ate' og 1 ca I operat r oils ". Whether a particular

learner hill benefit from a prontaimue low in distance, or from a highly tele-

mathic programme is determined by the extent to which he benefits or is impaired

by direction and admonition. This is determined by his competence as an

autonomous, or "sell directed" learner.

ir pl Mode I ii1 limathi Teat

file !Plat 'unship o1 learners in te'.mat hit teaching programmes can be depicted

by it-e° id gi aph I hew y (Flow i' In these I tguips, the influence of A, the

teat Iwo-, r s esn1 d by .i ray ) , ,u1 open ,uid general influence,

direited at aoy leainios who thoosc Lo he influenced. Unbroken lines from

I ea: Hers 1 t, t I eat li inn of A r ople:-,etit the' l earners "hook hill on to" the teach-

ing, thy hiokon linos lepresent the lesponse al the instructor to each

lealiwo. In the dialogii teachinq p1 onrammes Mete ale numerous responses,

( Pull-d 1.11 M) I c. p1 uilr .triune's there' I:, 0111y one. In programmes of less

st rue 1 het e e' set ei esent ng ernat IVO VPI'SJOIIS of teaching

inoided to pole:dial learners, and HI pioqrammes of no structure there ire no

lay- oMill.d e n l liom thy leadRo , Ind only responses to the stimuli of learners.

BEST COPY .AVAILABLE
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Fig. 3 - Te1emathic Teaching Types
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60,
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r,

Fig. 3a Tolemathic Teoching Type iDtS Fig. 3h - Tvlemathic Teaching Type
(e.g. correspondence programm(e )

Fig. 3r - lematl

pr FS-

but less f- ucturc 'hin 1.1q.

(e.g. pro( mmed 1. \I

Cs

Fig. 3e - Telemathic Teaching Types
(e.g. tutorial)
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-D4S (e.g. radio programme)

/ )

1.1q. 3d - Tolemathic
Type iS+D

hut le,:s -Aructured than Fig. 2h

ie.o. computer assi,ite(1 instruction)

Fig. 31 - Telemathic Teaching
Type -D-S
(e. n. self directed renal



l'he Variable. of 1,eariier Autonomy

Delinit ion 6: Autonomy is the extent to which the learner in an educational

progi,umm is able to deteimine the selection 01 objectives, resources and

lirocedui es, uid the eval uat I On des I gn.

ln the context ot a pi ()gramme, the term learner autonomy describes the extent

to which in the learning-teaching relationship, it Is the learner rather than

the teacher who determines the goals, the learning procedures and resources,

and the evaluation decisions ol the learning programme. A fully autonomous

learner is a person who identifies a learning need when he finds a problem tc be

solved, a skill to ho. acquired, or information he does not have. He is able to

articulate his learning need in the form of a general goal, which is differen-

tiated in several more specific objectives, which are accompanied, more or less

explicitly, with criteria of achievement. In implementing the learning need,

the autonomous !owner- gathers the ini(wmation he desires, collects ideas,

practises skills, works to resolve' his problems, and achieves his goals. In

evaluating, the leotner judlies the' appiopriateness of newly acquired skills, the

adequacy oi pioblem solutions, the gnality of ideas, .util the knowledge acquired.

eaches ( tint I us I alts, ac( opt iii g or re ject. ing the material, and eventually

(1(4 ides tln, hoot:- hote been achieved, in abandons them. This is obviously the

hehotiour ol a matnre adult.

The lexelopment in children of perceptions ,uid response patterns having to do

t,ith dependemeand independence, has been described by Heathers, who defines

independence os lollows. "A nelson 1, Independent of others to the extent that

he ( sat I sl y his needs ts alma return- ing that others respond to him in parti-

co!ai

flie() are two kinds of i.:41cpendenc, called instrumental and

( Duel 1011,11 Instrumental independence means conducting activities
and coping with prohlems witont seeking help. . .

evtld lo which he persists in the la,k vithoul asking for
help may be taken as a measure id hi, in,tiimieidal indopendence.06,

mol limo, independence moans ''the ,11)-,(41( ol needs tor t eassurat ice, affection, or

approval mi particolar situations." It includes "self assertion," in the form

ol the need to master tasks, which is molivated by the need for self approval

on the basis 01 one's performance. Any behaviour motivated by the need fc.r

approval 01 others is symptomatic ol emotional dependence', while behaviour

motivated by need lor sell approval is symptomatic of c' notional independence.



Heathers' definitions may he used to explicate the concept of the autonomous

learner, who is emntinnally independent when pursuing ,1 learning programme, being

mot. t a,t1 pt III1,11 I ly hy t Iii Heed I of se I 1 01)pi oval . t he extent that any of

his 1)011d\ 1011I S are ,110t. I vii Ileed to bill .1111/1OV.11 0/1 II Is instructor, or

other external Amigo, nil ,autonomous. Ile ts, also likely to have a high

degree ol instrumental indepennence, since he 1 s experienced 111 coping with

learninn problems hi d self reliant, uhuun , but may be Instrumentally dependent

at times, lor he might ask for help Irom many resources, and will be able to

control nnd manage orions source:- ol help. However, his approach to a helper

Is finctional, nu( emotional, so help is used to bis learning objectives,

not to hin the appiraal of the lielpel. It he Gises distant resources, several

perhaps, he may liae no personal relationship with a teacher, but if he has a

personal teacher, hill be able to control the eflect and significance of teacher

input hi realistii utti unemotional way. He will resist teacher direction and

admonition, ,uid have a high tolman«, fur lone) mess in learning. This descrilp

tion is very similar to Hopi's definition ol the adult learner, a person who

( I I II)/ I( It ;4111110ot 111,11 lei tI i 1.0( t l y I t.11011t d.1V 1119 .111

;1(111! t 111 td \ (.111 WI I (11 es lei ht,t.I the I earner and the'
sub Jet t 111,11 t el . 111O dill I L hilmvs; 111 s own sl atillartIS and expecta-
tIM',. He no longer need-. to he told, nor dues he require' the
ApprmgII I III I/ t .11 IR I i inn 11..1 I t t n ,tell lit 1 t) (.3 I)

Acieidun, I tt )\nohie-s, -"nth autonomous hilia% n out -loo ld he natural for the adult

learner idle. 1 deliniltun. ha- a sell itnnAld tlhit no is sell directed.

liwieed knois -- tit I t "I Ih pi mit 01 %shit It 0 pet non bet eme:-, an adult, Psycho-

1 og h .11 1 . 1101 its ht 1t ishatII he pet h inr-, I I t () AdlOI I y se 1 f-di recting.

Knohle, -a\- 1 l.tt dependent) I ul sell (mueld ()I 0 child, who begins

I 0' 1111:-.1' I I \ inn ale t dOdi \ lu 111d1O4' (1(.(, I- IdtII.. IOU himself as his sell";

IdemIllN heuli.- l u Likl I It I Ol I 1111,0 , Bast 111

. . . (le (hild mid es up the -duc,a.lou,) 1 kiddci he encounter :,
mole .111,1 111o1 tit I II, I ..7.1/1/11,"-11, !lily lit his learning !wing taken
by I he 10.1t 114'1 , I III' c III I I CII:11111 Ol Mid It i -

ol I4'0 I Is, t u I rel./ O 11114 110 :- I I -«1111 epi OI pendency.

4',o-4)11, .111111 I «III( dI 01 - i t ten must be I p I t',t1 nets t 0 OVVI'COMIf a fear of

b e i i i n s e l l d i l e ( l e d and see I I t I I dill III leaf II IIIII. 1.11 ",flu! 11 S .11'1' typically not
pi i l u d l «I I it . - - t , I I i l i 1 4'c I t " . 1 I 1 . . l t I I Mg., I It \ feed 1 o do Iii ( M i l l i , I Id 0( (":',5 01 re-

01 ' 1 1 1 / d l I o l t I o I, 01 .i 1 PHI a7 .)4hi I I --". ( ''-' )

Stec O 0110 011O111011:- behaV 10111 I s .111111 I , 1 111 vet y e of 901/01 .1(1111 t ellUCat ion is

the iestoLation and snppoil ul leaineist autonomy. In all programmes, this
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means "great emphasis is placed on the involvement of the learners in the pro-

cess of planning thei. own learning," "the learning-teaching transaction is . .

he mutual responsibility of learners and teachers," and there is "a process of

self-evaluation in which the teacher devotes his energy to helping the adults

get evie.mce for themselves about the progress they are making towar0 their

educational goals".(33)

Similar positions have been expressed about autonomous learning by Pine and

Horne(34), Landvont(15), Maslow(36) 4.id Carl Rogers(37), and described in an

earlier paper(38).

Classification of Independent 'tudy Programmes by Variable of Learner Autonomy

Since learner autonomy is identified as a major characteristic of independent

study, programmes can be classified according to the extent to which the learner

can exercise autonomy in learrOnci. To arrive at this classification the

followirq questions are ask,.!d:

1. is the selection of learning objectives in the programme
that of the learner, or the teacher?

2. is the selection zuul use of resource persons, of books,
and other media, the sequence and pace of learning
experiences, the decision o. the teacher, or the learner?

3. Are the decisions about t 0 method for evaluation and
criteria to be used made 'y ,.ne learner or teacher?

By applying these questions a typclogy of teaching programmes is generated.

In Figure 4 programmes range as follows:

1. Autonomous learning progra-mes in which the learner will
use resource persons, literature, and other sources of
information and skill, but decides himself what to learn,
in what imuuler, and how o evaluate successful achievement.
For example. a homemaker who leels a need to be a better
cook, and sets the specific oli,,ctive to be able to cook
three' varieties of fruit pies witn a success rate of 90%,
where success is determined by her family's eating the
Dies, who chooses to learn by using a "teach yourself" book
has made all decisions about her learning herself. Her
programme may be described as the AAA type. A teaching
programme is used by the learner, but control and direction
of the learning programme is in the learner's, not the
teacher's, hands.

2. This is a class of programmes of lower autonomy, in which
the learner's achievement is judged by an external agent,
but the areas of competence in which he offers himself
for testing, and the means he employs for achieving com-
petence, are within his own control. In Great Britain,
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Objective
Setting

lmplemen-

tation
Evalua-
tion

A- Learner 1 A A A
Determined 2 A A N

("Autonomous") 3 A N A
4 A N N
5 N A A

N= Teacher 6 N N A
Determined 7 N A N

("Non-autonomous") 8 N N N

Fig. 4 - Types of independent study programmes
by variable learner autonomy

since 1885 it has been possible to register oneself as an
external student at the University of London (though not
for all degrees). Quite independently, the student in the
London system may select areas of study, may study as he will,
and may present himself for the evaluation of the University
examiners.

3. Having freely selected learning objectives, learners may
surrender the direction of the use of resources to a
teacher. Perhaps this is illustrated in the case of
learning sports' skills, where several learners seek out
a provessional's instruction, but each has different
criteria of achievement in mind, and each decides when
he has learned enough.

4. A programme type in which the learner, once having defined
learning objectives he wishes to achieve, enters a con-
trolled series of learning activities, and is evaluated
by his teacher or other external agency. A person who
chooses to learn the skills of driving an automobile, and
enrolls with a professional instructor, has little control
of the instruction, and none of the evaluation.

5 & Programme formats, in which the learner controls, in the
6. one case implementation procedures and evaluation, and,

in the other, evaluation only.

7. A common type of programme where the student has some
control of the implementation procedures, but where the
goals are prescribed by his teacher, and he is
evaluated by an external agency. The majority of school
and college independent study programmes fall into this
category.

8. The common type of progranmui in institutions, especially

where professional certification is at stake. The

objectives for learning, the means, and the evaluation of
achievement, are in the control of the teaching authority.

Discrimination among the various types suggested above is by the variable

"learner autonomy", "the extent to which in an independent study programme the

learner determines objectives, implementation procedures and resources, and

evaluation".



6 Classification of Independent Study Programmes by Variables of Distance and
Learner Autonomy

Independent study describes any educational programme whore the learner has

autonomy and there is dist..nce between teacher and learner. liGitever, since

distance and learner autonomy are both qualitative varia!,es, so is the term

independent study descriptive of elements in all educational programmes rather

than (loser 1 pt 1 ve 01 011 exe I us I VP' (.1.0.;:, u 1 programes 01' methods. By super-

imposing I 1 gure 2 on Fi qui e I , we c.ui 11I (v l de a typology of all educational

programmes showing the range from most rndcpenduwlt study to least independent

study.

mosr

INDEPNDNT

MOH

111(111

Al roNoMY

LoW

ACToN(1NY

-114S

-1)-S

41145

IAAA
A A N

A N A

A N N

N A A

(1 N N A

N A N

8NNN

Fig. 5 - Soggi.ted typology ot
ediu 41( 011.1101'00141111111105

LOW

DISTANCE

LEAST
INDEPENDENT

Flinn 111 111,1 o 2, 11 I (01 -4111 I/1.110911e .0141 :*-4 11'01 0:-.4(.11ts Structure.

PI 0.11 .1111111e, I.1 ( 14 I I OM %hit II Is .1 I ix 01 earlier autonomy, and

rY "lh d1-1"11(°. I U 8,0-, Plw11.11111110 aldmumly .uid distauce are, very
I ot. -.() f hi. I (..tt lifI .ti ilt I imt I (, I I. fl 1y 1 11 I'.1( 114.1 . riff. ill ()gramme

I. ,4 111404 /A140414th III -,11141y 01 091 1 lit' 1.111. 1 1 1 0S. II., 11111 t11 IS typo I ogy

.0 o .1141 o I <1 41(.5( I 11 ,111y 4(111( at 1011411 01 0I0-41111111e III t 1.4..!arner

Autonomy, it:- Telemathy, and its Independent .S1 tidy.

Part j: rhe rliotuy in Practice

There :-.01110 411:.44140 1 t.111011t 111 VIII1( 41t the nattu and about the role of

theory. Some oducationi:,ts have adopted a pragmatic, or functional approach to

2
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the generation and use of theory, and theirs is the position we share. We

liken theory to a map, and writing it is a matter of seeking out and describing

relationships about different aspects of the topography of the business of

teaching and learning. The purpose of such theory is to bring order to the

phenomena in which we are interested, for we cannot become scientific in our

enquiries, i.e. we cannot proceed to manipulate variables, as long as we are

trying to work with masses of assorted facts.

Thus the first stage in any new field consists in constructing a framework for

classifying the phenomena in the field. This is not a highly empirical or

positivistic concept of theory, as might be appropriate in such better developed

sciences as physics, and our theory should not be tested by the criteria of

such sciences. Ours has not been an experimental approach to theory building,

nor has it been inhibited by concerns about operationism. We have been

holistic in our concerns, nomothetic, and molar; positivists will object, in

particular to our use of Hypothetical Constructs like "learner autonomy". Our

defence is that this theory has been developed as a tool, not an end in itself,

aid its primary purpose as a tool is to define a field which was previously

ignored, certainly in North American educational theory. Its significance

therefore is merely as a starting place, as c. heuristic device, and if it is

then responsible for generating research by suggesting ideas, or even by arousing

disbelief and resistance, it will have served its purpose. In this last part

of our paper we will describe one major research project which was generated

from the theory, and will give some examples of many other questions it suggests.

The research we conducted in Canada and the U.S.A. from 1974 to 1976 investi-

gated the cognitive styles and the attitudes to independent study of students

in one programme selected from the High Autonomy/Low Distance sector of the 410

typology, and in another from the High Distance/Low Autonomy sector(39).' The

psychological variable we selected for measurement was that known as "field

independence". This was selected because it appeared to represent in one sys-

tem the personality characteristics which might be expected to predict successful

ndependent learning; it discriminates the person who is likely to define his

needs independent of others, maintains his own directions, and prefers self

evaluation over evaluation by external standards. Further, field independent

persons are said to be task oriented and less affected than others by social

stimuli, so might be expected to have a high tolerance for learning at a dis-

tance. The second variable to be studied was learners' attitudes to various

aspects of independent study, which were measured by means of a semantic

differential.

- 22 -
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It was conjectured that:

I

(1) People who decide to learn through independent study will prove to be
of the field intependent cognitive style.

(2) In independent study programmes of high autonomy and high distance,

learners will hold different attitudes to more dependent study than

they will to independent study.

(3) Between learners in an independent study programme of high autonomy,

and one of high distance, there will be differences in learners'

attitudes to independent study.

(4) Among independent study learners, those with the personality attributes

associated with field independence will find autonomous learning and

distance teaching more satisfactory than will less field independent.

Therefore, the attitudes of field independent learners to independent

study will be more positive than the uttitude of field dependent learners,

i.e., there is a personality X treatment interaction, where the

persow,lity characteristic is the cognitive style of field independence,

the treatment is iudvpeudeut study methods, and the dependent variable

is learner attitude.

To test the conjectures, two programs were selected from the universe of

North American Independent study programmes, to represent the e:_cremes on

our typology of independent study programmes. One, referred to as the

Distance programme was the University of Wisconsin's Independent Study Course
A42. "Pri'iciples of Vocational, Technical and Adult Education" and typical

of prcerammes relatively high in distance. The other, relatively high in

learner autonomy, and referred to as the Autonomous programme was the programme

for teaching adult education at St. Fanics Xavier University in Eastern

Canada. Hoth are programmes for professional education of practicing adult

educators. In the latter students have almost complete responsibility for

writing their curriculum, using resources, and for self evaluation.

Students are referred to as the Distance students and the Autonomous students.

The age, sex and educational distributions of students in the two

programmes were similar. The conjectures were -tated in the form of

hypotheses, the researcher designed an "Independent Study DiffArential"

(I.S.D.) for the measurement of attitudes, and then administered the I.S.D.

and Witkin's Embedded Figures Test for the measure of field independence,

in person, to each subject in both programmes. Data was analysed by t-tests

and regression analysis, and the following is a summary of the firdings.

(a) Students in the more Distant form of Independent Study were significantly

more field independent than the norm, (.99 level of significance), but the
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students in the more Autonomous programme were not.

(b) Among Distance students there were fewer attitudes in favour of

Distance teaching or autonomous learning concepts, but the Autonomous

students preferred both over non-telemathic teaching and non-

autonomous learning.

(c) Thus field independence might not be used as a predictor of successful

participation in autonomous learning, but might be used as a predictor

in distance study. As distance becomes less, a more field dependent

cognitive style would seem to be desirable.

Some of the questions Which are stimulated by the above research concern the

field independence of students in programmes from other sectors of the typology,

the field independence of "drop-outs", and the mea3urement of other cognitive

styles. Replication of the study is desirable because there were limitations

of a methodological nature in the original which the researcher is well aware o4111

However, apart from the value of the findings about cognitive style and attitudes

of independent students, the research was of some importance, because it was

derived from, and in turn contributed to the validity of, the theoretical

framework which is the subject of this paper.

Conclusion

What we have presented in this paper has been a summary of the theory of

Independent Study and Telemathic, or Distance, teaching. The theory was

preceded by a survey of the origin and development of the theory, and was followed

by a brief account of one major research project which it has generated.

It was said in our introduction that with the use of the tool of the Independen,

Study Theory, we could identify "a vast array" of new research and development

questions. In conclusion, as a possible contribution to discussion, we will

list a few which we believe to be important.

(1) Whrt is the most effective conceivable system for the production of

distance teaching programmes which are truly responsive to the demands of

learners?

(2) What mechanisms are needed to see that learning needs are successfully

articulated among iividuals and communities for transmission to the

distance teaching institution? How can we teach people to be more

autonomous where there is need?

27
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0) To what extent should Universities provide distance teaching in non-

academic fields? (For example, teaching about Parenthood)

(4) In programmes of high structure, how can we reduce it? In programmes

of low dialogue, how can it be increased?

(5) For which students is it desirable that programmes be of high structure

and low dialogue, i.e. Distant; for whom -D-S, i.e. most Distant; and

for whom less Distant? Is there a relationship between Distance and Autonomy?

Questions such as these will have to be taken into account as we proceed with

rebuilding old institutions and designing new ones. New and changea

institutions will certainly be a consequence of the growing confidence with which

the values of independent study are now asserted. Adult learning need no longer

be random, for through independent study, self directed adults can expect to be

served by professional resources in planning and implementing their learning,

surely a significant move towards a system of lifelong education and towards the

reality of a learning society.
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